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Corrigendum
This is an additional page to the document:
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“Psychologists’ experience in mental healthcare services for migrant population in Italy: A
qualitative study”.
Author: Giuseppe Daverio
Faculty of Health Sciences - Department of Nursing and Health Promotion
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It presents the main corrections done by the author to the document, successively to the delivery
date. Not all smaller changes are listed here, only the most important ones. For a full version of the
revised document please contact the author at the mail address: giuseppe.daverio@gmail.com.
The revised document is also available in Italian language.

List of main corrections:

- Page 6: “visual impression of migration in 2015” is revised as: “visual impression of migrations
figures in Europe in 2015”

- Page 9: “Common health problems encountered” is revised as “Mental health problems that are
commonly encountered”

- Page 13: “negotiation between therapeutic protocols and a cultural competent approach is
needed” is revised as: “negotiation can be necessary between therapeutic protocols and a
cultural competent approach”

- Page 16: “Differently from long-lasting vicarious fatigue” is revised as: “Differently from longlasting vicarious traumatization”

- Page 19: “possibly biased from previous trauma not related to the study context” is revised as:
“possibly biased from previous trauma not related to the clinical activity”

- Page 20: “from theirs specific professional frameworks” is revised as: “from theirs specific
professional standpoints”

- Page 22: “what are the positive and negative aspects they mention.” is revised as: “what are the
positive and negative aspects they mention, what they experience at body level.”

- Page 27: “five female and one male.” is revised as: “five females and one male.”
- Page 28: “Comprehensively 8 female and 2 male psychologists were enrolled” is revised as:
“Comprehensively 8 females and 2 males psychologists were enrolled”
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- Page 29: “illegally being on the national territory are kept” is revised as: “illegally being on the
national territory are detained”

- Page 30: “the quality of results was satisfactory. This was later confirmed by the good quality of
the whole set of data collected.” is revised as: “the quality of results was satisfactory. The last
interviews also indicated that saturation was reached, since these didn’t see to reveal new
phenomena or findings to the material already collected. This was later confirmed by the good
quality of the whole set of data collected.”

- Page 31: “other phenomenology oriented peers” is revised as: “other phenomenologically
oriented peers”

- Page 31: “NSD suggested” is revised as: “NSD’s feedback also suggested”
- Page 32: “obligation to anonymity about third subjects i.e. migrants” is revised as: “obligation
to anonymity about third subjects i.e. migrants, refugees and asylum seekers”

- Page 45: “often these patients tended to focus” is revised as: “often these patients tend to focus”
- Page 45: “High variability emerged among interviewees, but a number of ” is revised as: “This
phenomenon showed high variability among interviewees, yet a number of”

- Page 45: “These findings are of particular interest in relation to the thesis subject and research
questions and what emerges from the analysis is the presence or absence of the body as a worktool. This can be connected to the very central concept of resilience, the theme of the next
paragraph.” is revised as: “To resume, these findings about the presence or absence of the body
as a work-tool are of particular interest in relation to the thesis subject and research questions.
They can be connected to the very central concept of resilience, the theme of the next
paragraph.”

- Page 45: “I’m not saying thatit is genetic” is revised as: “I’m not saying that it’s genetic”
- Page 48: “showing better insight in personal growth trajectory” is revised as: “and showed
better insight in personal growth trajectory”

- Page 50: “Considered globally, what emerges as essence” is revised as: “Considered globally,
what emerged as essence”

- Page 51: “the relationship that was established had features describes as” is revised as:”the
relationship that was established had features described as”

- Page 55: “qualitative investigation of the subject as a priority.” is revised as:”qualitative
investigation of the subject of interest.”

- Page 55: “to foster the development of resilience in psychologists” is revised as:” to foster the
development of resilience in clinicians”

- References to the authors Kvale & Brinkmann have been corrected, from: “Brinkmann & Kvale”
to “Kvale & Brinkmann” at any recurrence in the text as well as in the bibliography.

